
ANALYSIS COCA COLA VS PEPSI CASE STUDY

A brief presentation on case study Cola Wars where we try to analyse the past history and predict the future of their
business and growth.

With these 6 data points we can start to tune our model. They are unlikely to put water concerns over profits,
until they are forced to. While cola drinks have main markets in metro cities and northern states of UP,
Punjab, Haryana etc. They roped in major film stars to explain their purity to public. The global advertisement
wars between the cola giants quickly spread to India as well. I would make a relevant percentage of the both
products so they could easily try the other one. In these televised blind-taste challenges, a Coke drinker was
asked to determine whether they actually preferred the taste of Pepsi. I would change the taste of the Coca
Cola. Energy drinks has witnessed a slowdown in sales growth as it is a premium priced product type and
therefore not considered a necessity. As a result shut out of small retail outlets, those most profitable for
bottlers. John Stith Pemberton in Atlanta in  Not only shape concerned but some of a dangerous disease also
cause from consuming sweet and high fat foods. And if they were honest, they would say the same thing.
Hartley, Robert F. One of the ways to see how a company is doing is to look at how much EVA Economic
Value Added that company is producing. Today, it has already marketed beverage products in more than
countries around the world The Coca-Cola Company,  CONS Disadvantages would be that it ignores
differences in consumer needs, wants and usage pattern of products, ignores differences in consumer response
to marketing programs and activities, ignores differences in brand and product development and the
competitive environment, ignores differences in the legal environment, ignores differences in marketing 21
institutions, and ignores differences in administrative procedures. As the competition was intense, the
companies had to frequently implement strategic changes in order to gain competitive advantage. To reach out
to smaller markets, interceptor units in the form of mobile vans were also launched by Coke in in Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal. Here are some strategic ideas for Pepsi: They might try and add an
additional feature, such as a different sized bottle They might try to improve the Pepsi brand They might target
a different geography They may try and improve the taste of the cola They might add a product line extension
This is how Pepsi would use the Market Model to simulate the market outcome from each of these possible
strategies. The market preference is also highly regional based. However, in its rush to beat Pepsi at the retail
game, Coke seemed to have faltered on the service front. Perhaps I would ask to the marketing researching
department to map this aggression to determine and those who are favor the change.


